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Studio Theatre Production Proposal - JMU School of Theatre and Dance 
 
 
Submitted by:  J Travis Cooper Date: 3/1/19 
Production Level: 
Studio  Laboratory X  
Play/Musical/Production:  The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other 
Playwright(s)/Composer(s)/Lyricist(s)*: Peter Handke (in Meredith Oakes Translation) 
* if applicable 
Publisher/Rights Holder:  Casarotto Ramsey & Associates 
 
Production Ideas: (An overview of the production and potential approach.  Be as detailed as necessary 
to give an overview of the production) 
 
Overview:  
     While sitting on the terrace of a café in Muggia, Italy, Austrian author Peter Handke found 
himself in a heightened state of observation, intently paying attention to the crossing of bodies 
through the quaint square below him.  This small act of people watching that many actors and 
theatre practitioners are familiar with sparked the creation of The Hour We Knew Nothing of 
Each Other, a one act play dedicated to an empty square and the many people that pass 
through it, unaware of the others that came before them and the ones that will go on after 
them. Handke focuses on the simple act of observation in The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each 
Other, allowing the action to unfold and letting the audience tell the story as they understood 
it, evoking thought, imagination and overall connection.    
 
     Over the course of the play, more than 400 distinct bodies pass through the square, each 
occupied with their own gestures, agenda, and unknowingly transforming the square into a 
field of play and imagination for the onlookers who sit stationary on the sidelines.  While 
generic figures such as SOMEONE or A WOMAN pass through the empty square, at the same 
time, mythical and wonderous characters amble by such as AENEAS, PAPAGENO and even 
THE SQUARE MASTER.  In this production, I am intrigued by the idea of persona, a 
character or set of roles that are embodied by a person or actor in public.  I am specifically 
intrigued by the specific aura, form, and logic behind each of the personas in this piece.  The 
range of personas that the actors portray not only provides an interesting spectacle for the 
audience, but also presents a physical and mental challenge for the actors tasked with 
portraying dozens of them in one evening of theatre.   
 
Directorial POV:  
The age   a  e  a e  b gh  gh . I  beg  he  SOMEONE  ac , 
c .  
     Theatre provides an interesting occasion, where a single space can heuristically represent 
two different places.  In this case, the stage is presented as a square, a crossroads surrounded 
by buildings just in the distance with space for shops and commerce, and the square is 
represented by the stage, a purpose-built area for performance.  It is brightly lit, allowing no 
room for shadows or hidden truths.  Everything exists. Candidly illuminated by the artificial 
sun created by the stage lights which seem to have the same revealing power as the Great Star 
e f.  The  I  beg .  Wha  e ac  beg  h gh? In this production, a sequence of events 
punctuated by the emptiness of the square occurs, defying time and transporting onlookers to a 
realm of observation with the possibility for genuine connection.  Actors as both characters 
and themselves are able to explore the task of existing in a moment unabashedly while the 
audience is tasked with creating stories and observing intently, searching for answers where 
none are given.   
     This production of The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other e e  hea e s ability to 
allow audiences to connect with one another and become part of a larger story; however, it is 
also a musing on the feeling of loneliness in a modern world where connection seems to be a 
h e c ee  a a .  I  he 90 , he  h  a  a  en, communication was expanding 
vastly, yet you could still walk in the streets without being completely enveloped in a smart 
h e.  Th gh he e a  he g a g d ac  f ech g , e  e e a e e  
connecting with each other, even in passing. Over the course of this play, each of the 
characters becomes aware of the others in the square and the self, acknowledging the change 
that each person is making in the action.  My hope is that this interaction helps audience 
members take a chance to look to the others surrounding them and notice the subtle change 
that they make in everyday life.   
 
T e  g  ace b  c : f e  c e , e  a , e  e e . THEY e e 
a c g eac  e  a   a e ed.  
     The design of this production is radiantly quotidian, emanating an immense aura of the 
everyday in a way that is awe-inspiring and wonderful, as if looking into a mirror and finding 
the magic in your own reflection.  The construction of the text is meticulous, almost like 
music, with ebbs and flows in the contour and embellishments throughout. With a design 
team, I hope to realize this text in such a way by allowing the story to get more vibrant over 
the course of the action and to transform into something even more enticing by the end of the 
show.  In the interest of keeping a tight knit ensemble, I would like to focus on using only 
necessary props, lighting, sound and distinct gesture to create the world and the personas that 
inhabit it.  Acknowledging the grand scope of this production, I would like to give the 
audience the power of interpretation instead of indicating each of the characters.  By working 
with each actor to create distinct personas for each of their entrances into the space, I hope to 
give the audience the subtle suggestion of each character while also honoring the text.   
 
M e a d e e e  e a e a    a  eac  e , , e  a e a c g e 
a e  
     The arc of the play exists both in the growing awareness of the square inhabitants of each 
other, and in the growing population of the square.  Throughout the show, no more than a few 
people exist in the square at once, passing by and allowing their important tasks to happen in 
the square briefly; however, as the play continues, people begin to sit and ponder in the 
square.  New characters arrive ready to sit and gather as if the previous passers-by were 
simply carving out more space for later people to explore.  The growing population of the 
square also mirrors the budding awareness of others in the play.  As the action progresses, the 
characters begin to notice each other, and even begin to watch one another, taking into account 
how they are affected by them, and how they affect the square. This brief realization, a self-
awareness, is what I want audiences to take away from this production.  Simply by existing, 
we affect change in the world.  We are constantly struggling and carving more space for the 
coming generations to flourish.  It is the realization that each body, even your own, is 
impor an  in he grand scheme of he ni erse ha  can change someone s life.   
     While the main action of the play focuses on the everchanging square and the interesting 
characters that pass in and out of it, I would like to allow focus to be shared with the character 
of ME/THE THIRD SPECTATOR who acts as a Handke-like observer on the outskirts of the 
square.  The introduction of this static character provides both an anchor for the piece and a 
mimetic medium for the audience, someone for them to identify with consistently and see 
work to understand the action unfold before them.  This static character also acts as a foil to 
the tight knit ensemble that is created onstage.  While the performer embodying ME/THE 
THIRD SPECTATOR will be fully integrated into movement research during the rehearsal 
process, they are isolated during the performance and create a clear juxtaposition of 
community and loneliness in the space. By placing a growing community next to an isolated 
spectator onstage, I would like to highlight and reflect on the tension of connection and 
longing in modern western culture.   
 
Methods: 
     I believe that art is palatable mainly because it allows us to see parts of ourselves in 
different situations and personas.  This mimetic quality is especially present in the visceral and 
the physical.  Dance theatre and physical theatre are both forms of art which speak to me, and 
I have been working throughout my college career to explore the reach of these forms and 
how I can aid in making the ideals of these forms more accessible.  As a Musical Theatre 
Major and Dance and Music Minor, I have studied the body in many contexts and have 
become fascinated with how we connect using our corporeal form.  Beyond my studies, I have 
also been honored with the opportunity to study abroad through the Hillcrest Scholarship and 
will be attending a 6-week long workshop at Leviathan Studio in British Columbia, CA in 
order to learn more about dance and contact in tandem. With the scope of this piece being 
fully encapsulated in stage directions, my experience in devising and ensemble work will also 
inform my choices as a director and facilitator.  Having taken THEA 488: Alternative 
Performance and by working with an independent devising theatre group called The 
Aftermath, I have been able to strengthen my creative brain and train myself to work with 
others to create a final product.  Overall, my time at JMU heavily informs my choice to 
propose The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other and also supports my creative vision.   
     I would like this process to be highly collaborative and explorative for both the designers 
and the performers.  While I have many concrete ideas and concepts for the show itself, I 
value the artistry and passion of others above all. 
     I am interested in creating a tight knit ensemble that is able to interact easily on a physical 
and mental level. One of the biggest challenges of this piece is that it is non-verbal. The 
inability to speak to one another onstage means that contact cues and spacing are contingent 
on energy sharing and physical cues, something that we only become acutely focused on when 
we have been in a specific culture for an extended period of time. In order to foster this 
culture, I would like to dedicate two days of each work week to entrainment: the 
synchronization of human beings based on external cues and internal feelings. Through my 
work with The Aftermath, I have been able to learn about ensemble dynamics and effective 
ways of creating ensemble in theatre.  The use of a CVPA Undergraduate Research Grant 
allowed us to work with Dog and Pony DC and receive training from professionals in the field 
on devising work and ensemble. My approach to building ensemble is informed by this and 
my work in THEA 488: Alternative Performance, where, as a class, we devised an evening 
length piece in the Studio Theatre.  These experiences inform my work as a director and how I 
like to foster relationships between members of a creative team.   
     The primary method of entrainment I would like to explore in this process is contact 
improvisation.  This dance style, originated by Steve Paxton and his collaborators in the 
1970s, explores the awareness of movement and the deep knowledge of another human being 
using physical contact as a medium.  During dedicated ensemble work times, movement 
explorations will take place, slowly introducing the cast to contact improvisation and giving 
them the space to build relationships in a safe rehearsal space.  Thanks to receiving a Hillcrest 
Scholarship, over the summer, I will have spent a five-week period of time at Leviathan 
Studio in British Columbia, CA in order to study contact improvisation techniques with other 
advanced dancers, honing my own skills, and learning how to safely and effectively teach 
others. Due to the vast scale of this production, I would like the cast to be grounded, not only 
in themselves, but in each other.  Having the support of others in the cast will allow the 
production to grow quickly and give them a solid network of people that they hopefully feel 
safe with.  With the consent of the cast, I would also like to invite designers to these 
movement explorations in order to visualize the fluidity and genuine nature that I believe runs 
through this show.   
     In order to allow ample time for the exploration of movement and gesture, I would like to 
use rehearsal time to explore movement p ibili ie  a d c ea e e e ble.  The e e e  
e ea ch  e i  ld all  e  l k i  h  b die  i e ac  i h each he  i  a ace, 
and also allow time for the performers and the designers to get a sense of how we can work 
together non-verbally.  This research will inform the work onstage even though it does not 
directly relate to choreographing the directions in the text.  These movement research sessions 
would be twice every week until tech week.   
     I would also like to collaborate on creating a space that is inviting to the audience and 
places them just on the outskirts of the square, as Handke was on the day he was inspired to 
make this piece.  I am interested in an immersive atmosphere that still allows enough space for 
the audience to act as observers. Lighting will be integral to creating an atmosphere for the 
performance, allowing the space to transform into a dreamlike state. I am mainly intrigued by 
he idea f he g lde  h  he e i e ee    a  he  ha g  l  i  he sky, 
illuminating the world in a bright haze.  I would like to work with a costumer in order to 
capture the essence of the performers and the myriad of characters they could play.  While I 
do not want each actor to have to perform dozens of quick changes, I am intrigued by the 
subtle suggestion of character. Does the actor playing PAPAGENO appear in a blouse with 
embroidered feathers and in plain clothes? This hinting at persona rather than directly 
indicating is what intrigues me about clothing in this world.   
  
Justification: (Reasons why this play would be a good selection for the Studio Theatre next semester) 
Personal Justification:  
     As a director and collaborator, I have explored the themes of love and triumph through 
adversity.  Much of my previous work delves deep into the personal experience of connection, 
a d I a  e ci ed f  he cha ce  e l e a c i  e e ie ce f l gi g, l eli e , 
and belonging.  With my work in directing and choreographing intimacy, movement, and 
violence onstage, I believe I am versed in the many different way one can non-verbally 
communicate information, an asset that I cherish in myself.  The Hour We Knew Nothing of 
Each Other would allow me to take the work I have done on previous productions and use the 
lessons I learned from them to create a diverse experience that will poke at the boundaries of 
conventional theatre and expand beyond text-based drama.   
     After reading The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other for the first time, I was deeply 
affected by the cha ac e  eali a i n f each he  a d  he end f he ac i n.  I  ck me 
as a poignant commentary on how we stop to wonder about others but never take the step to 
talk to them and find out.  As someone who has imagined and wondered about so many people 
in m  life, I an   enc age he  and m elf  e  ide f he h  e kne  n hing 
f each he ,  and an f m in  he m men  e kne  something about one another. This 
challenging text would allow me to encourage others to embody love and connection in their 
lives, even in the smallest ways.   
 
Collaborator Justification:  
     For performers and designers, this piece allows for the exploration of a world that seems to 
be boundless.  The non-verbal text paints a wonderful image that has an extensive range of 
ways it can be performed, giving the power of suggestion to those tasked with putting up the 
show. Through extensive movement research, collaborators will have the opportunity to 
explore their own selves in relation to others and will be able to grow as individuals over the 
course of this project.  This movement research will be an enriching experience where I will 
be able to pass down the lessons I have learned from previous design experience and my time 
at Leviathan Studio in the hopes of creating a more grounded and open community influenced 
by the tenants of contact improvisation and my own personal philosophy of embodying love.  
Each exercise will work to stretch both physical and interpersonal limitations and will create 
strong bonds within the team.  Those who are able to create this culture of trust and support 
will also be those who spread that culture in their lives.   
 
Audience Justification: 
     This piece is a departure from the type of theatre that has recently been performed at JMU 
in that it is very much physical theatre.  The non-verbal aspect of The Hour We Knew Nothing 
of Each Other allows it to rely heavily on physicality and provides the opportunity to open up 
the community to a more visceral form of theatre.  My hope is that the physical nature of this 
performance will be able to reach audience members on a deep level and affect change in their 
life.  In addition to this, the piece also encourages connection between audience members by 
asking them to interpret the story as it unfolds and then share their experience with others.  I 
hope to promote this connection by creating an environment of conversation between the art 
and the observer, using lobby display and social media campaigns to explore and challenge the 
audience to think.  This direct connection with the audience is something that I am very 
interested in, but would want the help of a dramaturg or outreach coordinator to flesh out.   
Publishable Synopsis: (No more than a paragraph encapsulating the show.  This is used for 
advertising) 
T  H  W  K  N   E  O  takes place in a city square where more than 400 
characters pass by one another without speaking a single word. Handke here journeys to the 
brink of speech: Who is that person passing by? Is she on her way, or is she coming back? Is 
her story ahead of her, or is it behind? In the silence of the square, Handke returns the gift of 
eech, he magic f elling a ,  he ec a .    Yale University Press 
Mature Audiences 
Only:  No:_X__ Yes:___ (If yes, give a brief explanation) 
 
Casting Requirements –  
Comments: Members of the cast will be expected to attend and actively participate in bi-
weekly entrainment exercises and movement explorations rooted in contact improvisation in 
order to build ensemble and to explore content that may be included in a performance context.  
The e mo emen  e ea ch  e ion  ill be d ing eg la  ehea al ime .   
Men Major: 0 Minor: 0 Total: 0 
Women Major: 0 Minor: 0 Total: 0 
Chorus/Other Major: 13 (+2) Minor: 0 Total: 13 (+2) 
Special: I would like to cast two swings to act as rehearsal assistants and perform the roles of 
THE FIRST SPECTATOR and THE SECOND SPECTATOR  
 
Production Requirements: (Indicate briefly the potential parameters of support needed including 
any special requirements: technical support, specialty props, weapons, nudity, etc.) 
What do you need: 
Because this production features over 400 distinct characters, it is important to differentiate 
each one.  This production hopes to accomplish that through the use of gesture as well as 
appropriate prop use in o de  o gge  o he a dience a e on  occ a ion, demeano , and 
overall place in the fleeting action.   
Heavy Props: See Appendix A (Note: I do not intend to use all of the props that are called for 
in the show.  I plan on finding and using less than half of the over 200 props in the show and 
favor suggestive gesture and re-using props to signify other things) 
Heavy Sound Cues: See Appendix B 
Brief Nudity by SOMEONE WITH BARELY ANY CLOTHES ON 
It is important to the aesthetic of this performance to have objects such as leaves and paper 
falling from the catwalks.  This creates a fully three-dimensional experience for the audience 
and envelops them in the world.   
 
Proposed Production Budget: If proposing a Studio Level Production, please indicate a 







$500-$1000  $1000-$1500  $1500-$2000  $2000-$2500  
 
Fees    Royalties:    Scripts: 
 





















The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other Props/ Costume Props 
* I DO NOT intend to use all of the props that are listed in the directions of this piece.  For props 
ha  I decide o incl de, I o ld like o seek o  dona ions and se fo nd  ma erials to create 
the props for the show.   
FULL PROP LIST (Without Repeats) 
1. A Ball 
2. A Basket Filled with Apples 
3. A Basket Filled with Mushrooms 
4. A Basket Wrapped in White Cloth 
5. A Bedouin Tent 
6. A Bell 
7. A Big Leaf 
8. A Bird Carcass 
9. A Birdcage 
10. A Black Pointed Hat 
11. A Blindfold 
12. A Book 
13. A Branch 
14. A Brass Knuckle 
15. A Brick 
16. A Bridal Gown 
17. A Brief Case 
18. A Bright Multicolored Handkerchief 
19. A Broken Statue in a Cart 
20. A Broom 
21. A Bucket full of ashes 
22. A Bucket of Ice Cubes 
23. A Bunch of Evergreens 
24. A Bunch of Flowers 
25. A Bunch of Keys 
26. A Bundle of Fabric 
27. A Burning Scroll 
28. A Camera 
29. A Candle 
30. A Cane 
31. A Canoe 
32. A Canteen filled with Water 
33. A Cart with Poles and a Garbage Can 
34. A Celestial Chart 
35. A Charred Soccer Flag 
36. A Cigarette 
37. A Clay Sculpture of a Child 
38. A Cloud of Coal Dust 
39. A Coat 
40. A Coffin 
41. A Column in a Cart 
42. A Contraption of Lenses and Glasses 
43. A Creature on the Tip of Hiking Boots 
44. A Crystal Ball 
45. A Delicate Blue Bark 
46. A Dolly (for Carrying Objects) 
47. A Dossier 
48. A Drawing Pad 
49. A Duffel Bag 
50. A Falcon 
51. A Fa  Ma  
52. A Feather 
53. A Fish Head 
54. A Fish on a Hook 
55. A Fishing Net 
56. A Floor Length Coat 
57. A Folded Piece of Carton 
58. A Frond of Palm Leaves 
59. A Full Shopping Cart 
60. A Garbage Can 
61. A Gas Mask 
62. A Giant Strawberry 
63. A Gingerbread Heart 
64. A Globe of Light 
65. A Hammer and Nails 
66. A Hat 
67. A Hat Covered with Snow 
68. A Hazel Stick 
69. A Headscarf 
70. A Heart in a Glass Jar 
71. A Jet of Water 
72. A Key 
73. A Ladder 
74. A Lamb 
75. A Leash 
76. A Li  S i  
77. A Loaf of Bread 
78. A Loose Wad of Money 
79. A Luminescent Wheel 
80. A Mannequin 
81. A Map 
82. A Mask 
83. A Menu 
84. A Mine  Lamp 
85. A Model of A Bridge 
86. A Model of the Classic Labyrinth 
87. A Model of the Square or Reduced Wood 
88. A Mountain Bike 
89. A Multicolored Kite 
90. A Newspaper 
91. A Notebook 
92. A Pack of Photographs 
93. A Package of Baby Diapers 
94. A Package Tied with Ropes and a Mini Parachute (to be dropped from the sky) 
95. A Pair of Dice 
96. A Pair of Spectacles 
97. A Paper Bag (to be popped) 
98. A Parcel Tied with Strings 
99. A Photograph 
100. A Pile of Rugs 
101. A Plastic Bag 
102. A Plastic Suitcase 
103. A Pocket Calculator 
104. A Pole with Laundry  
105. A Portable Telephone with Antenna  
106. A Portal of Garlands 
107. A Practical Hose 
108. A Purse 
109. A Rake 
110. A Remote-Control Toy Car 
111. A Rolled-Up Carpet or Runner with a Country Road and Strip of Grass in the Center 
112. A R nne  N mbe  
113. A Sack of Hay 
114. A Sacrificial Knife 
115. A Sail 
116. A Scallop Shell 
117. A Scarecrow on a Pole 
118. A Scrap of Paper 
119. A Script 
120. A Set of Keys 
121. A Se e  Man  Ha d Ha  
122. A Shopping Bag (with a child sticking out of it) 
123. Plastic Bags 
124. A Sickle 
125. A Skateboard  
126. A Soccer Ball 
127. A Stick with a Snake Winding Through It 
128. A Stretcher 
129. A Stretcher Made of Evergreens 
130. A Suitcase 
131. A Sunflower 
132. A Swaddled Baby 
133. A Thick Rope 
134. A Torn Book 
135. A Transparent Briefcase 
136. A Tray 
137. Champagne Glasses 
138. Coffee Cups 
139. A Tree 
140. A Tree Trunk 
141. A Twig Broom 
142. A Veil 
143. A Watering Can 
144. A Wheelbarrow Filled with Masks and Dolls 
145. A W a  S c i g 
146. An Accordion of Credit Cards 
147. An Alpenstock 
148. An Antiquated Key 
149. An Antiquated Knapsack 
150. An Apple 
151. An Ashtray (to be emptied) 
152. An Easel 
153. An Electric Vehicle on Rubber Tires 
154. An Empty Tin of Shoe Polish 
155. An Onion 
156. An Ornate Eastern Robe 
157. An Umbrella 
158. Axes and Saws 
159. Bandages 
160. B i d Ma  G a e  
161. Blue Overalls 
162. Bottles of wine 
163. Bundles of Wheat 
164. Ca e D i e  Whi  
165. Charred Pieces of Paper (to fall from the sky) 
166. Chi d e  Sh e  
167. Coat with Leaves Tumbling From It, As Well As Clusters of Clumps and Rocks 
168. Coins on a Plate 
169. Corn Cobs 
170. Cradle with Coat of Arms 
171. Dresses in Dry Cleaning Bags 
172. Leaves (to fall from the sky) 
173. Film Equipment 




178. Heavy Winter Coats  
179. Ice Cream 
180. Kernels of Rice 
181. Land S e  E i men  
182. Leaves (to fall from the sky) 
183. Letters, Envelopes, Postcards and Pictures 
184. Luggage 
185. Mirror-Like Jewelry 
186. Overalls 
187. Pieces of Paper 
188. Playing Cards 
189. Robes 
190. Roller Skates 
191. Rubber Boots 
192. Sand Inside Shoes 
193. Shoelaces 
194. Shopping Bags Filled with Vegetables 
195. Ski Poles 
196. Something Lost and Found 
197. Something to be Exchanged 
198. Spiked Heels 
199. Stone Tablets 
200. A S ee  Cleane  Ca   
201. A Shovel 
202. Suitcases and Boxes 
203. Traveling Bags 
204. Two African Robes 
205. Two Bicycles 
206. T  Fi emen  Helme  
207. Two Letters 
208. Two Oars 
209. Two Shopping Carts 
210. Two Visor Caps 
211. Two White Coats 
212. Unfolded Laundry 
213. Watches (to cover arms) 
214. Wilting, Rotten Flowers 
 
 
The c en  epa a ion of he c ip  i  in Ch nk .  The e epa a ion  a e dic a ed b  he pa e  
already written into the script.   









 F  H  
Hoses  
Fire Extinguishers 





A Pile of Rugs 
C  D   
A Bucket full of ashes 
Cradle with Coat of Arms 
A Set of Keys 
 
Chunk 5 
A Bunch of Flowers 
A Skateboard  
Coat with Leaves Tumbling From It, As Well As Clusters of Clumps and Rocks 
Hat 
A Tray with Some Coffee Cups 
 C  C   B    
 
Chunk 6 
B  M  G  
A Wine or Water Bottle 
Two Shopping Carts 




A Floor Length Coat 
An Antiquated Knapsack 
A Hammer and Nails 
 
Chunk 7 
A Newspaper Page 
A Remote-Control Toy Car 
A Multicolored Kite 
Luggage 
A Pack of Photographs 
A Brief Case 
A Bright Multicolored Handkerchief 
A Pair of Dice 
An Empty Tin of Shoe Polish 
A Scallop Shell 
A Pocket Calculator 
A Brass Knuckle 
An Apple 
A W  S  
A Gingerbread Heart 
Shoelaces 
A Loose Wad of Money 
An Accordion of Credit Cards 
A M  L  
A Broom 
Pieces of Paper 
A Brick 
A Jet of Water 
A Tray With Coffee 
Coins on a Plate 
A Book 




A Watering Can 
Wilting, Rotten Flowers 
A Sickle 
A Bunch of Evergreens 
A Basket Filled with Mushrooms 
A Creature on the Tip of Hiking Boots 
A Cigarette 
A Fishing Net 
Unfolded Laundry 
A Dolly (for Carrying Objects) 
A B  C  C  












A Delicate Blue Bark 
A Drawing Pad 
Mirror-Like Jewelry 
Spiked Heels 
A Big Leaf 
A Plastic Suitcase 
A Parcel Tied with Strings 
A Tree 
A S  Ma  Ha  Ha  
Shopping Bags Filled with Vegetables 
Handcuffs 
Letters, Envelopes, Postcards and Pictures 
Overalls 
A Thick Rope 
A Duffel Bag 
A Globe of Light 
A Stretcher Made of Evergreens 
A Bucket of Ice Cubes 
 
Chunk 9 
A Leaf (to drop from the sky) 
A Contraption of Lenses and Glasses 
A Basket Filled with Apples 
A Practical Hose 
An Umbrella 
A Transparent Briefcase 
A Dossier 
A Portable Telephone with Antenna  
A Hat 
A Book 
La  S  E  
An Antiquated Key 
An Alpenstock 
A Frond of Palm Leaves 
A Canteen 
Stone Tablets 
Kernels of Rice 
A Bundle of Fabric 
 
Chunk 10 
Two White Coats 
A Stretcher 
A Rake 





A Black Pointed Hat 
A F  M  
A Soccer Ball 
A Shopping Cart Filled with Plastic Bags 
A Coat 
A Garbage Can 
Two Letters 
Watches to Cover Arms 
Heavy Winter Coats 
Suitcases and Boxes 
An Electric Vehicle on Rubber Tires] 
Two Visor Caps 
A Coffin 
A Veil 
A Bridal Gown 
An Ornate Eastern Robe 
A Lamb 
A Pair of Spectacles 
A Script 
A Model of the Square or Reduced Wood 
A Mannequin 
A Column in a Cart 
A Cane 
Robes 
Bundles of Wheat 
Bottles of wine 
Corn Cobs 
Film Equipment 
A Fish on a Hook 






A Package of Baby Diapers 
A Tree Trunk 
A Map 
A Bedouin Tent 
A Broken Statue in a Cart 
Sand Inside Shoes 
A Full Shopping Cart 
A Basket Wrapped in White Cloth 
A Model of the Classic Labyrinth 
A Rolled-Up Carpet or Runner with a Country Road and Strip of Grass in the Center 
A Sacrificial Knife 
A Notebook 
A Crystal Ball 
A Paper Bag (to be popped) 
 




A R  N  
A Hat Covered with Snow 
Blue Overalls 





Something Lost and Found 













A Swaddled Baby 
Leaves (to fall from the sky) 
A Scrap of Paper 
A Plastic Bag 
A Cloud of Coal Dust 
 
Chunk 16 
A Package Tied with Ropes and a Mini Parachute (to be dropped from the sky) 
A Cart with Poles and a Garbage Can 
A Twig Broom 
A Giant Strawberry 
A Bird Carcass 
A Torn Book 
A Fish Head 
A Ladder 
A Book  
A Scarecrow on a Pole 
A Branch 
A Model of A Bridge 
A Heart in a Glass Jar 
Charred Pieces of Paper (to fall from the sky) 
Dresses in Dry Cleaning Bags 
A Sunflower 
A Bunch of Keys 
A Hazel Stick 
A Portal of Garlands 
Ch d e  Sh e  
A Celestial Chart 
A Folded Piece of Carton 




A Shopping Bag (with a child sticking out of it) 
A Leash 
Playing Cards 
Something to be Exchanged 
A Wheelbarrow Filled with Masks and Dolls 
A Candle 
Handcuffs and Clubs 
A Stick with a Snake Winding Through It 
A Gas Mask 
A Falcon 
A L  S  
An Ashtray (to be emptied) 
A Tray with Champagne Glasses 
A Clay Sculpture of a Child 
A Pole with Laundry  
  
Appendix B 
The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other Sound Cue List 
The c en  epa a ion of he c ip  i  in Ch nk .  The e epa a ion  a e dic a ed b  he pa e  















The Sound of an Airplane 
 
Chunk 6 
The Sound of Jackdaws 
The Sound of a Seagull 
 
Chunk 7 
The Sound of an Iron Pole Falling 
The Sound of a Foghorn 
A Short Scream 
The Sound of Birds 
T e Pa e   C d e  Fee  
The Sound of Howling Cats 
The Sound of a Speaker Booming 
The Sound of Honking Horns 
The Sound of Barking Dogs 
The Sound of Thunder Which Grows 
The Sound of a Shawm Which Transitions into an Alarm 
The Sound of Sparrows and Swallows 
The Sound of a Car Honking 
 
Chunk 8 
The Sound of Rustling Which Transitions into a Roar 
 
Chunk 9 
The Sound of a Gunshot Echoing 
 
Chunk 10 
The Sound of Rustling 
The Sound of Children Clattering About, Yelling and Shouting 
The Sound of the Ocean 
The Sound of a Marmot Whistling 
The Sound of an Eagle Screaming 
The Sound of A Child Screaming 
The Sounds of Terror and Wails of Pain 
 
Chunk 11 
The Sound of a Motorbike Thundering 
The Sound of a Propeller Sputtering 
The Sound of Rustling  
 
Chunk 12  
The Sound of Jumping Fish Slapping the Water 
The Sound of Bees Buzzing in the Midsummer 
The Sound of Children Yelling and Calling 
 
Chunk 13 
The Sound of Rustling or a Roar 
The Cracking Sound of a Lake Freezing Over 
The Sound of Crickets in the Distance 
T  S   R  S    B   D  M  I  
The Sound of Thunder 
The Sound of Various Screams: A Child, An Elephant, A Pig, A Dog, A Rhinoceros, A Steer, A 
Donkey, A Whale, A Dinosaur, A Cat, A Hedgehog, A Turtle, An Earthworm, A Tiger, The 
Leviathan 






The Sound of Birds Cheeping which Becomes Eclipsed by a Rustling Sound 
The Sound of Distant Fireworks which Transitions into Chords 
 
Chunk 16 
T  S    B  B  
The Sound of a Screech Owl Howling  




J Travis Cooper 
Director, Choreographer, Collaborator 
#757-401-0928  Jamesc7526@gmail.com 
 
 
Production Experience   
columbinus Movement Director JMU Studio Theatre 
dir. Dustyn Bain   
American Idiot Intimacy/Lift Choreographer JMU Mainstage Theatre 
dir. Nancy Anderson   
The Aftermath Winter Showcase Devisor/Ensemble The Barre 
dev. The Aftermath   
bare. a pop opera Assistant Director JMU Studio Theatre 
dir. Emily Dean   
Scab Assistant Director JMU Studio Theatre 
dir. Rebecca Klein   
I and You Movement Director JMU Studio Theatre 
dir. Elana Swartz   
Wh  Didn t Yo  J st Sa  No? Devisor/Ensemble JMU Dance Theatre Studio 
dev. The Aftermath   
Once on This Island Director-Choreographer The Perry Family Theatre 
dir. J Travis Cooper   
 
                       
 
Education & Training 
James Madison University: B.A. Musical Theatre, Dance and Music Minors (exp. 2020) 
Acting: Wolf J. Sherrill, Julio Agustin, Sharon Cook, Hugh Copeland 
Dance: Jazz (6 yr)- Lisa Wallace, Kim Field, Karen Tomcak  
Tap (12 yr)- Lisa Wallace, Co Harrison, Karen Tomcak 
Ballet (1 yr)- Julia Vessey 
Contact Improvisation (1 yr)- Ryan Corriston  
 Hip-Hop (4 yrs)- Ja e  Dea , Ra d D aa   
Modern (2 yrs)- Ryan Corriston, Julia Vessey 
Fight: SAFD Recommended Certification in Knife & Unarmed- Dan Granke 
Voice: Da d Ne a , A e W c , Be  Wa ace, Ca  F a c , Ca e T c , Ja e  Dea  
Special Skills: Novice Tumbling, French Language, Music Theory, Tarot Reading, LGBT+ and Sex Education 
 
I want to be a living example of the 
change I want to see in the world. By 
striving for excellence through creativity 
and unconditional love for others, I want 
to create an environment where the 
search for truth and happiness is valid.    
List of Relevant Course Work: (Transcript Available Upon Request) 
DANC 140: Elementary Modern Dance 
DANC 240: Intermediate Modern Dance 
DANC 390: New Directions in Dance- Partnering 
THEA 250: The Collaborative Artist 
DANC 245: Dance Improvisation 
THEA 273: Design Aspects of Performance 
THEA 488: Alternative Performance 






































The Hour We Knew Nothing of  Each Other 
Written by Peter Handke, Translated by Meredith Oakes 
Directed by J Travis Cooper 
Required Dates:  
September 4rd to October 28th  
Run dates from October 24th through October 28th 
 
Please initial your name to accept your callback.  Please see the callback notes for 
more information.  Any and all who auditioned are still in consideration for casting. 
Best of  luck, and I cant wait to see you all work. ~ J Travis Cooper 




Cristian Bonilla Lainez 
Alex Buckley 











Jessica Balick Goodman 
B Hopkins 
Raquel Hyatt 
Ava Jo Molzen 
Meg Morrison 
Meghan Muldoon 






The Hour We Knew Nothing of  Each Other 
Written by Peter Handke, Translated by Meredith Oakes 
Directed by J Travis Cooper 
Required Dates:  
September 4rd to October 28th  
Run dates from October 24th through October 28th 
Time: Saturday 31 August 2019, 5pm-10pm 
Place: The Forbes Center for the Performing Arts, Estes 2240 
Please note: this callback will be entirely movement based, we want to see you go big and fail rather 
than stay small and safe.  While your personal safety is our priority, please do not censor yourself.  
We want you to stay physically safe and healthy, but we also want to see you step out of  your comfort 
zone and push your personal boundaries.  Please wear clothes that you are comfortable moving in such 
as athletic wear.  You may want to bring some light dance knee pads if  you have them.  When in 
attendance, please do not leave the building until you are dismissed.  If  there is an emergency, please 
relay that information to us somehow.  When arriving, please remain quiet until Everybody 
rehearsal has concluded.  
5pm-7pm: ALL CALLED BACK- we will be doing movement, improvisation and 
group thinking activities.  The physical activity will include some running and 
moderate movement. Please prepare accordingly.   
7pm-7:30pm: BREAK- please take this time to drink water, eat, rest, and prepare for 
the second half  of  callbacks.   
7:30pm-8:45pm: ACTORS 1-6 CALLBACK- we will be learning choreography 
influenced by Steve Paxton’s movement for the spine and exploring contact dance 
with others.  Please prepare any special skills and tricks such as juggling, 
skateboarding, tumbling, etc.  
8:45pm-10:00pm: ACTORS 7-12 CALLBACK- please prepare a pantomimed 
activity with a clear goal (building a house of  cards, cooking, folding laundry) that we 
will workshop throughout the callback.  We will also do some object work and 
provide compositional observations. Please prepare any special skills and tricks such 
as juggling, skateboarding, tumbling, etc.  
If  you have any questions or concerns, please contact Director J Travis Cooper at 
cooperjt@dukes.jmu.edu
The Hour We Knew Nothing of  Each Other by Peter Handke translated by Meredith Oakes 
(Laboratory Production) 
Directed by J Travis Cooper (They/Them/Theirs) 
October 24-28 in the Studio Theatre  
Note from the Director 
The Hour We Knew Nothing of  Each Other will be cast with a 15 person ensemble in mind.  Each of  
these actors have different roles in the production and are distinguished by their archetypes.  Actors 
1-6 will show a facility with creating and picking up movement patterns and be adept movers and 
dancers.  Actors 7-12 will have a strong sense of  physical comedy, confidence, and will be creative 
thinkers who can work consistently.   
The nature of  this production is such that all actors will be called to most, if  not all rehearsals and 
there will be movement everyday.  We take two days out of  the week to do entrainment centered 
Contact Improvisation practices, and actors 1-12 each appear onstage an average of  28 different 
times.  
 Actor 13 will be a stationary, but ever-present, figure observing the square. This role requires a good 
attitude, team spirit, and a good eye. Actors 14 and 15 will not be present in the main action of  the 
show, but will act primarily as swings, and rehearsal assistants.   
Tracks will be cast with no particular body type in mind.  All potential ensemble members will 
possess an acute compositional awareness, good nature, and a willingness to teach, learn, and grow 
with one another.   
Track Breakdown 
Actor 1 & 2: The Pair- The Pair shows a strong synergy and working energy that exudes throughout 
the performance.  While they appear together frequently, they can also hold their own identity and 
physicality.  They could be siblings, or maybe they are? 
Actor 3: The Team Player- The Team Player is eager to help wherever they can and has the stamina 
to join in any group activity with a vigor. By taking the initiative to fill in landscapes, they become an 
essential, but sometimes forgotten piece of  the bigger picture.   
Actor 4: The Chameleon: The Chameleon is able to change their gait and cadence in such an 
effortless way, that they appear to be gliding through different bodies and personalities.  Their knack 
for compartmentalization is matched only by their cunning and fun loving spirit.   
Actor 5: The Daredevil- The Daredevil is a thrill seeking individual who wheels around frequently, 
putting themselves on the fringes of  danger.  They roller skate, skateboard, flounce, and flop about 
the square with ease and never seem to break a sweat.   
Actor 6: The Porter- The Porter has the stalwart presence and physical strength to carry anything (or 
anyone) that comes their way.  They always have something in their hands and parade throughout 
the square putting their objects on display.   
Actor 7: The Copycat- The Copycat has a penchant for taking on the forms of  others and following 
them to tee.  Their keen eye and ability to track others is essential for their survival, and allows them 
to weave seamlessly through the square.   
Actor 8: The Clown- The Clown is a natural comedian who knows how to work a crowd simply by 
showing up.  They are the life of  the party and tend to shine bright in a group.   
Actor 9: The Whimsy- The Whimsy is a carefree and confident individual who allows the wind to 
take them wherever they may go.  Their free spirit allows them to take on different physicalities and 
mindsets in seconds, and they aren’t afraid to run through the square in barely any clothes.   
Actor 10: The Cleaner- The Cleaner, AKA Square Keeper, keeps the square in check and makes sure 
that no debris or mess is left.  They do a thankless job, but they love every minute of  it and get their 
satisfaction from the hustle and bustle of  the lively intersection.   
Actor 11: The Fool- The Fool, AKA Square Fool, apes and traipses about the square, mocking and 
jeering at those who pass through it.  Though they are also a chaotic and fun loving energy, their 
high energy and adaptive nature often leads them to trickery and deception. 
Actor 12: The Master- The Master exudes a natural beauty that pervades through the square and lets 
everyone know that they have arrived.  Their aura is grand, though they often take time to humble 
themselves in vulnerability and shame, so they fit into the vast melange of  bodies and people that 
populate the square.   
Best wishes, and I hope you all are excited for the new school year! 
-J Travis Cooper 







The Hour We Knew Nothing of  Each Other 
Written by Peter Handke, Translated by Meredith Oakes 
Directed by J Travis Cooper 
Required Dates:  
September 4rd to October 28th  
Run dates from October 24th through October 28th 
Thank you to everyone who auditioned. To those cast, please check your emails for more 
information.  
The first rehearsal will take place Wednesday, September 4th, from 6:30-10:30pm in The Forbes 
Center for the Performing Arts Estes 1220. 
If  you have any comments, questions, or concerns please contact the Stage Manager, 















(replaced by Bryan Hopkins 9/11/19)
The Pair 
1: Grace Saville 






Aya Nassif  




Cristian Bonilla Lainez 
Swing/Rehearsal Assistant 
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If you have any questions or concerns please contact Stage Management. 
bayst@dukes.jmu.edu  (757)-419-8269 
The Hour We Knew Nothing Of Each Other 
Daily Call  
[10.28.19] 
Director: J Travis Cooper 
Stage Manager: Samantha Bay 
 
When What Who  Where 
6PM Set Up Full Crew, L. Klopfenstein 
Studio 
Theatre 
6:30PM  Entrainment Full Cast, Full Crew 
6:50PM Contact Call 
J. Balick Goodman, K. Bruce, J. 
Bussey, B. Carey, S. Haughton, 
J. Higgins, B. Hopkins, R. 
Fisher, J. Mondshine, C. Pivetta, 
G. Saville, S. Smith 
7:20PM Costume and Make-up  Full Cast 
7:30PM House Opens: No more bodies on stage. ALL 
7:50PM Begin getting into places for top of show 
Full Cast & Full Crew, L. 
Klopfenstein 
7:57 PLACES 
8PM First Show 
9:30PM Strike & Clean up 
9:45PM Changeover Full Cast, Crew, and Design Team 
11:30PM DISMISSAL 
NOTES: 
1. Please bring your script, a journal, something to write with, and water, and break a 
leg tomorrow! 
2. Please make sure to bring clothes to work in as well, as changeover will be taking 
place after we close tomorrows show. 
 
QUOTE OF THE DAY: 
“MOO.” 
~ Someone in the Audience 
The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other 
Production Meeting Minutes 
[10/19/2019] [10:30pm] 
 
Questions, comments or corrections? Please see Stage Management.     Page 1 of 1 
 
 
Attendance: J. Cooper, S. Bay, S. Petko, A. Jones, L. Klopfenstein, S. James, L. Wade, E. Mearns, C. Schwartz, 




Location: Studio Theater  START: 10:30pm END: 10:57pm 
General Notes: 
- None, Thank You! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Director 
- Meeting at 2pm on Sunday 9/29 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Properties:  
- Fix the briefcase. 
- Reposition mask and dolls prop. 
- Adjust Country Road prop (more abstract). 
- Watch out for models & diaper bag. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Lighting & Electrics: 
- None, Thank You! 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Publicity: 
-None, Thank You! 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Outreach: 
-None, Thank You! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Costumes, Hair, Makeup: 
- Fix J. Mondshine’s costume. 
- Change fedora to S. Bay’s corduroy baseball hat. 
- Meeting 10/19 to discuss costume changes. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Sound: 
- Make Wandering leaves longer. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Stage Management:  
- None, Thank You! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Calendar/Upcoming Events:  




The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other 
Rehearsal Report #41 
 
     Page 1 of 1 
If you have and questions, comments, or corrections- see Stage Management. 
 
Date: 10.21.19 Cast: J. Balick Goodman, C. Bonilla Lainez, K. Bruce, J. Bussey, B. 
Carey, S. Haughton, J. Higgins, H. Jonkers, J. Mondshine, C. Pivetta, G. 
Saville, S. Smith, R. Fisher 
Call Time: 6pm-10:30pm Designers: L. Wade, O. Palmer, A. Jones, E. Estrem, E. Mearns 
Director: J Travis Cooper Crew: T. Hartless, S. Tiedt, D. Afriye-Opoku, J. Hess 
SM: Samantha Bay Late: K. Coleman (Excused) 




6PM: Set Up 
6:30PM: Entrainment 
6:53PM: Contact Call 
7:20PM: Get into Costume, Hair, and Makeup 
7:45PM: Dress #1 
10:05PM: Notes 
Breaks: 
9:45PM: Back at 10PM 
Calendar/Upcoming events: 
- Final Dress is Wednesday, October 23rd. 




- None, Thank You! 
General Notes: 
- Our design meeting will now take place at 10:30PM post rehearsal- in effect Thursday, October 18th. 
Director: 
- Safety walkthrough with B. Smallwood is tomorrow at 1PM. Include the placing of masking, placement of the 
management table, and the Light Op. Table, and the moment with Julia Bussey blowing the dust. 
Outreach: 
- Please let us know when you have answers/updates of the lobby display from faculty. 
Publicist: 
- None, Thank You! 
Properties: 
- Please check for props notes on the call board daily. 
Lighting Electrics: 
- Safety walkthrough with B. Smallwood is tomorrow at 1PM. Please ask about house lighting and the color changing 
sequence. 
Costumes/Hair & Make-up: 
- Please check for Costumes notes on the call board daily. 
Sound: 
- None, Thank You! 
Management: 
- FINISH SCRIPT. 
- Get prelim seat count to Cooper by prior to 2pm Wednesday. 
- Assign someone to be rolling up both Brig and Sammy. 
The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other 
Performance Report #5 
 
     Page 1 of 1 





Date: 10.27.19 Cast Attendance:  J. Balick Goodman, C. Bonilla Lainez, J. Bussey, B. 
Carey, K. Coleman, R. Fisher, S. Haughton, J. Higgins, H. Jonkers, J. 
Mondshine, C. Pivetta, G. Saville, S. Smith, B. Hopkins 
Call Time: 5PM-8:30PM 
Director: J Travis Cooper Crew Attendance: E. Estrem, D. Afriye-Opoku, T. Hartless, J. Hess, O. L. 
Klopfenstein, Palmer, S. Tiedt SM: Samantha Bay 
ASM: Sarah Petko Late:  K. Bruce (Unexcused)  
House Manager: TJ 
Start: 7:06PM House Count: 103 
End Show: 8:35PM House Open: 7:30PM 
House Close: 8PM 
General Notes:  
- The run-time for tonight s performance was 1 Hour 29 Minutes 34 Seconds. 
- Our changeover will take place after the show tomorrow. 
Director: 
- None, Thank You! 
Properties: 
- Remember to check the call board for props notes daily. 
Lighting Electrics: 
- None, Thank You! 
Costumes/Hair & Make-up: 
- Remember to check the call board for costume notes daily. 
Sound: 
- None, Thank You! 
Management: 
- Print the daily call. 
PERFORMANCE TIME STAMPS 
Time What Who 
6:30PM House Open TJ 
7:05PM House Close TJ 
7:06PM Curtain Up S. Bay 








The Hour We Knew 
Nothing Of Each Other
Stratford Players Presents
$9 for Adults
$9 for JMU Faculty
$9 for Staff/Seniors (62+)
$9 for Youth (18 & Under)




Thursday-Saturday October 24th - 26th, 8:00pm 
Saturday, October 26th, 2:00pm
Sunday,  October 27th, 7:00pm
Monday, October 28th, 8:00pm
Forbes Center For The Performing Arts Studio Theatre
by PETER HANDKE translated by MEREDITH OAKES
Note: This Is an Amateur Production





(540) 568 - 7000
Tickets also available at Studio Theatre Box Office
Box office opens 1 hour prior to performance
Contact: Cooper Schwartz: schwarjc@dukes.jmu.edu
The Hour We Knew 
Nothing Of Each Other
This translation of The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other was first 
presented at The Lyttleton Theatre, National Theatre, London in February 2008.
Stratford Players Presents
Note: This is an amateur production.
by PETER HANDKE translated by MEREDITH OAKES
October 24th, 2019
October 28th, 2019
J Travis Cooper - Director
Samantha Bay - Stage Manager
Sarah Petko - Assistant Stage Manager
Production Team
Emma Mearns - Costume Designer
Atticus Jones - Lighting Designer
Skyler James - Outreach Coordinater
Liam Klopfenstein - Props Master
Cooper Schwartz - Publicist
Laura Wade - Sound Designer
Ben Lambert - Faculty Advisor
Ethan Estrem - Assistant Lighting Designer/Light Board Op
Olivia Palmer - Assistant Sound Designer/Sound Board Op
Mia Lamberson - Studio Theatre Manager
Daniel McGann-Bartleman: Studio Theatre Manager
Becca Gustafson - Sound Mentor
Jaclynn Wise - Stage Managment Mentor
CREW
     Diana Afriye-Opoku              TJ Hartless












Karson Bruce  Julia Bussey  Bridgette Carey
Kyle Coleman  Roxanne Fisher  Jessica Balick Goodman
Samantha Haughton  Joshua Higgins  Breyana Hopkins
Hannah Jonkers  Jasmine Mondshine  Cristian Bonilla Lainez







Students of THEA 303
Suzanne Miller-Corso
Sydney Bronaugh
The Cast and Crew of
Twelfth Night
The Cast And Crew of
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